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Abstract 6 

The application of rotating packed beds (RPBs) in solvent-based carbon capture processes, will greatly reduce the 7 

physical footprint, capital and operating cost of the process. However, in designing RPBs, correlations for 8 

predicting mass transfer parameters are generally limited in literature and their prediction accuracies have not 9 

been demonstrated independently. In this paper, an RPB absorber model was developed in gPROMS 10 

ModelBuilder® and used to test and compare different correlations for predicting the effective interfacial area, 11 

liquid and gas film mass transfer coefficients. Our results showed that the modified packed column mass transfer 12 

correlations where the “g” term (i.e. gravitational acceleration) replaced with “rw2” (i.e. centrifugal acceleration) 13 

commonly used in literature for RPBs generally give poor predictions compared to using correlations developed 14 

specifically for RPBs. Also, the Tung and Mah correlation has better predictive accuracy for the liquid film mass 15 

transfer coefficient in RPBs than more complex correlations. Finally, a set of new data for the gas film mass 16 

transfer coefficient for RPBs were also derived from overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient (計弔欠) 17 

experimental data from literature. This is the first report of gas film mass transfer data for RPBs. The results in 18 

this paper will guide researchers in selecting suitable correlations for predicting mass transfer parameters in RPBs.  19 

Keywords: solvent-based CO2 capture; rotating packed bed; effective interfacial area; liquid film 20 

mass transfer coefficient; gas film mass transfer coefficient 21 

Nomenclature  欠  Effective interfacial area of packing per unit volume (m2/m3) 欠痛  Total area of packing per unit volume (m2/m3) 畦  Tangential section area (m2) = に講堅傑 潔┸ 穴       Packing parameters for Luo et al. (2012a) correlation (潔 = 3.5 mm, 穴 = 1.0 mm) 系喧詣  Liquid specific heat capacity (J/kg K) 穴朕  Hydraulic diameter (m) = 4香/欠痛 穴椎  Effective diameter of packing (m) = 6(1- 香) /欠痛 経挑  Liquid diffusivity (m2/s) 経弔   Gas diffusivity (m2/s) 継  Enhancement factor 罫陳  Gas molar flowrate (kmol/s) 月弔  Gas phase specific molar enthalpy (J/kmol) 月挑  Liquid phase specific molar enthalpy (J/kmol) 月直【鎮  Interfacial heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K) 茎  Henry constant ッ茎追  Heat of absorption (J/kmol) ッ茎塚銚椎  Heat of vaporisation of H2O (J/kmol) 倦弔  Gas film mass transfer coefficient (m/s) 計弔欠  Overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient based on gas side (1/s) 倦挑  Liquid film mass transfer coefficient (m/s) 計挑欠  Overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient based on liquid side (1/s) 倦銚椎椎  Apparent reaction rate constant  詣陳  Liquid molar flowrate (kmol/s) 詣陳茅        Liquid mass flowrate per unit tangential section area (kg/m2 s) 軽沈  Component molar fluxes (kmol/m2 s) 芸挑  Liquid volumetric flowrate (m3/s) 芸蝶  Gas volumetric flowrate (m3/s) 堅  Radius (m) 



堅沈  Inner radius of the packed bed (m) 堅墜  Outer radius of the packed bed (m) 堅鎚  Radius of the stationary housing (m) 
RPM Revolutions per minute 劇直┸ 劇鎮  Gas and liquid side temperature (K) 憲挑  Liquid velocity (m/s) 撃弔  Parameter for Chen et al. (2011) gas film model = な 伐 ど┻ひ 蝶任蝶禰 撃挑  Parameter for Chen et al. (2006) liquid film model = な 伐 ど┻ひぬ 蝶任蝶禰 伐 な┻なぬ 蝶日蝶禰 撃沈  Volume inside the inner radius of the bed (m3) = 講堅沈態傑 撃陳茅   Gas mass flowrate per unit tangential section area (kg/m2 s) 撃潮  Volume between the outer radius of the bed and the stationary housing (m3) =講岫堅鎚態 伐 堅墜態岻傑 撃痛  Total volume of the RPB (m3) = 講堅鎚態傑 捲沈  Component molar fraction in liquid phase 検沈  Component molar fraction in gas phase 傑  Height of the rotor (m) 
  
Greek Letters  購頂  Critical surface tension for packing material (= 0.075 N/m)  購挑  Liquid surface tension (N/m) 綱  Packing porosity (m3/m3) 貢弔   Gas density (kg/m3) 貢挑  Liquid density (kg/m3) 膏詣  Liquid thermal conductivity (W/m K) 航弔  Gas dynamic viscosity (Pa s) 航挑  Liquid dynamic viscosity (Pa s) 降  Rotating speed (rad/s) 

1. Introduction  22 

1.1 Background 23 

The gas-liquid packed columns are an important unit operation in natural gas treating and solvent-based CO2 24 

capture processes where they are used for absorption and desorption. The packed columns in these processes are 25 

large in size, contributing significantly to physical footprint, capital and operating costs (Lawal et al., 2012; 26 

IEAGHG, 2013; Oko, 2015). An engineering estimate showed that absorbers in a solvent-based CO2 capture 27 

(PCC) plant using monoethanolamine (MEA) solvent for capturing CO2 from a 500 MWe coal-fired subcritical 28 

power plant will have diameters up to 25 m and packing height over 27 m (Oko, 2015). This will significantly 29 

increase the land use per MWe when coal and gas fired power plants are integrated with PCC plants (Florin and 30 

Fennel, n.d.).  31 

Through process intensification (PI), wherein the packed columns are replaced with rotating packed beds (RPBs), 32 

the physical footprint of the process could be reduced significantly (Joel et al., 2014; Thiels et al., 2016). 33 

Theoretical investigations by Agarwal et al. (2010) and Joel et al. (2014) showed about 10-12 times reduction in 34 

the absorber size when it is replaced with an RPB. The HiGee Environment and Energy Technologies Inc. USA 35 

also reported about 10 times size reduction in a commercial scale RPB installed to replace a packed column at the 36 

Fujian Refining and Petrochemical Company Ltd, China (HiGee, 2014). The reported size reductions are 37 

consistent with predictions about RPBs in earlier investigations by Chambers and Wall (1954) and Ramshaw and 38 

Mallinson (1981).  39 

1.2 Principle of RPB and problem statement 40 

The RPB generally includes a cased annular packed bed (rotor), made of packing materials such as glass bead 41 

(Munjal et al., 1989a&b), corrugated disk (Chen et al., 1997; Chen et al., 1999), wire mesh (Luo et al., 2012), 42 

expamet (Jassim et al., 2007), blade packing with static baffles (Tsai and Chen, 2015), nickel foam (Chu et al., 43 

2015) etc. and mounted on a rotating shaft (Fig. 1). The gas and liquid phases enter the RPB through the outer and 44 



inner sections respectively, each flowing radially as shown in Figure 1 Sectional view of an RPB . 1. The gas-45 

liquid flow are usually countercurrent flow, but co-current and cross flow configurations are also possible 46 

(Kolawole et al., 2018, Oko et al., 2018). As the RPB rotates, the liquid and gas phases are subjected to intense 47 

centrifugal acceleration which is many times the gravitational acceleration in packed columns. As a result, the 48 

RPB generally allows:  49 

 Higher flooding limit leading to drastic reduction in packing volume (Guo et al., 1997; Chen et al., 2008; 50 

Garcia et al., 2017) 51 

 Lower liquid holdup and consequently achieves steady state more quickly (Nascimento et al., 2009) 52 

 More viscous solvents e.g. 80-100 wt% MEA solvent (Chambers and Wall, 1954; Jassim et al., 2007; 53 

Oko et al. 2018).   54 

Consequently, similar capture levels (in CO2 capture applications) as in packed columns can be achieved in RPBs 55 

using significantly reduced packing volume (Agarwal et al., 2010; Joel et al., 2014; Thiels et al., 2016). However, 56 

the presence of centrifugal force field in RPBs presents new research challenge as mass transfer correlations for 57 

packed columns cannot be used to predict mass transfer in RPBs with acceptable accuracy (Joel et al., 2014; Kang 58 

et al., 2014).  59 

Only a few correlations have been reported for predicting effective interfacial area, liquid and gas film mass 60 

transfer coefficients (Tung and Mah, 1985; Munjal et al., 1989a; Chen et al., 2006a; Chen et al., 2006b; Chen et 61 

al., 2006; Chen, 2011; Rajan et al., 2011; Luo et al., 2012). Modification of mass transfer correlations for packed 62 

columns such as Onda et al. (1968) and Billets and Schultes (1999) correlations by replacing the “g” term (i.e. 63 

gravitational acceleration) with “rw2” (i.e. centrifugal acceleration) have also been recommended and widely used 64 

(Joel et al., 2014; Kang et al., 2014; Thiels et al., 2016). There has not been a clear independent demonstration of 65 

the performance of the various mass transfer correlations for RPBs against experimental data. This will highlight 66 

the strengths and weaknesses of various options and provide a basis for determining the most accurate option for 67 

predicting mass transfer parameters in RPBs.  68 

 69 

Figure 1 Sectional view of an RPB (Llerena-Chavez and Larachi 2009) 70 

1.3 Aim of this study 71 

As noted earlier, the predictive accuracies of mass transfer correlations for RPBs (Tung and Mah, 1985; Munjal 72 

et al., 1989a; Chen et al., 2006a; Chen et al., 2006b; Chen et al., 2006; Chen, 2011; Rajan et al., 2011; Luo et al., 73 

2012), including modified mass transfer correlations for packed columns (Onda et al., 1968; Billets and Schultes, 74 

1999) ought to be independently assessed. Joel et al. (2014) and Kang et al. (2014) attempted comparing and 75 

validating some of the correlations through process simulation. In their work, the mass transfer correlations were 76 

organised in sets – each set including correlations for predicting effective interfacial area, liquid and gas film mass 77 

transfer coefficients – and used separately in their model. Their RPB models were then validated using 78 

experimental data from RPB rigs. In their approach, several correlations are changed at a time in the model, and 79 

as such the individual performance of the correlations cannot be seen. What the authors (Joel et al., 2014; Kang 80 

et al., 2014) showed instead was that some sets of correlations were better than others. In this study, the aim is to 81 

provide a comprehensive review of existing correlations, compare and validate the correlations individually using 82 

experimental data obtained from literature.  83 

1.4 Novel contribution 84 



This study provides an extensive review and comparison of all published correlations for estimating different mass 85 

transfer parameters for RPBs, namely effective interfacial area, liquid and gas film mass transfer coefficients. As 86 

noted in Section 1.3, related study had been reported by Joel et al. (2014) and Kang et al. (2014). However, neither 87 

study included comparisons for gas film mass transfer coefficient and they considered the correlations in sets (See 88 

Section 1.3) and validated overall predictions of their RPB model and not specific predictions of the mass transfer 89 

parameters. This study will therefore address the following gaps identified from existing studies:  90 

a. No information on performance of correlations for predicting gas film mass transfer coefficients for RPBs 91 

b. No specific performance comparison of different mass transfer correlations for RPBs. 92 

c. No data for the gas film mass transfer coefficient for RPBs. An assessment comparing liquid and gas film 93 

resistances to mass transfer for CO2 absorption in different MEA concentrations in an RPB absorber (Table 94 

1) show that the gas film resistance could be over 10% of the overall resistance and cannot be ignored. 95 

Obtaining data for the gas film mass transfer coefficient is therefore essential. The gas film mass transfer 96 

coefficient data were derived from overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient (計弔欠) experimental data from 97 

the literature. 98 

Table 1: Liquid and gas film resistances for an RPB absorber with MEA solvent* 99 

MEA (wt%) Liquid film resistance (Pa m2 s/mol) Gas film resistance (Pa m2 s/mol) 

55 240490.2 23265.93 

75 172447.4 25305.32 

*The liquid and gas film resistances have been obtained using conditions from Jassim et al. (2007) and reaction data from Ying and Eimer 100 
(2013). The liquid and gas film mass transfer coefficients were respectively obtained using Tung and Mah (1985) and Chen (2011).  101 

2. Methodology – model development 102 

The mass transfer parameters for the RPB derived from experimental measurements are reported in literature. In 103 

this study, selected RPB absorber rigs from literature used for deriving different mass transfer parameters are 104 

represented using models derived from first principle. The details of the selected rigs are given in Section 3 105 

(effective interfacial area), Section 4 (liquid film mass transfer coefficient) and Section 5 (gas film mass transfer 106 

coefficient). In the RPB absorber model, different mass transfer correlations (See Sections 3, 4 & 5) are used to 107 

predict mass transfer parameters. The predicted values for different correlations are then compared to their 108 

counterpart derived from experimental measurements for the selected case in the literature. The RPB absorber 109 

model, developed using gPROMS ModelBuilder®, are represented using Equations 1-9. The thermo-physical 110 

properties are obtained using a combination of the electrolyte Non-Random Two-Liquid (elecNRTL) model in 111 

Aspen Plus® and data obtained from the literature. The elecNRTL model is accessed from gPROMS 112 

ModelBuilder® platform through the CAPE-OPEN interface. The model has been validated for CO2 absorption in 113 

MEA cases and presented in Oko et al. (2018). The following assumptions have been made in developing the 114 

model:  115 

 Steady state conditions.  116 

 One-dimensional differential mass and energy balances for liquid and gas phases 117 

 Heat losses are neglected 118 

 Heat and mass transfer are described using the two-film theory 119 

 Reactions (where applicable) are accounted for using an enhancement factor in the overall mass transfer 120 

coefficient 121 

Material balance 122 

             Gas phase: ど 噺 怠態訂追跳 擢岫弔尿槻日岻擢追 伐 欠軽沈                                                                                                                       (1) 123 

             Liquid phase: ど 噺 伐 怠態訂追跳 擢岫挑尿掴日岻擢追 髪 欠軽沈                                                                                                                (2) 124 

Energy balance 125 

             Gas phase: ど 噺 怠態訂追跳 擢岫弔尿朕奈岻擢追 伐 欠月直【鎮盤劇鎮 伐 劇直匪                                                                                                     (3) 126 



 127 

             Liquid phase: ど 噺 伐 怠態訂追跳 擢岫挑尿朕薙岻擢追 髪 欠盤月直【鎮盤劇鎮 伐 劇直匪 伐 ッ茎追軽寵潮鉄 伐 ッ茎塚銚椎軽張鉄潮匪                                               (4) 128 

The molar fluxes for molecular components are obtained as follows based on the two-film theory:  129 軽沈 噺 計罫┸件盤鶏直┸沈 伐 鶏沈勅槌匪                                                                                                                                                              岫の岻 130 

The overall mass transfer coefficient (計弔┸沈) comprise of mass transfer resistances on both the gas and liquid film 131 

(Eqn. 6). 鶏直┸沈 and 鶏沈勅槌 are respectively gas phase component partial pressure and component equilibrium partial 132 

pressure in the liquid phase.  133 計弔┸沈 噺 な峭迎劇訣倦罫┸件 嶌 髪 峭 茎倦詣┸件継嶌                                                                                                                                                            岫は岻 134 

The enhancement factor (継) is used to account for the reactions in reactive cases. The enhancement factor (継)  is 135 

obtained on the basis of a pseudo first-order reaction regime as given in Eqn 7.  136 

継 噺 紐賃尼妊妊帖薙┸頓捺鉄賃薙┸頓捺鉄                                                                                                                                                       (7) 137 

Finally, the interfacial heat transfer coefficient (月直【鎮) is obtained based on the Chilton-Colburn analogy:  138 

月直【鎮 噺 倦挑貢挑系椎挑 磐 碇薙諦薙寵妊薙帖薙卑鉄典
                                                                                                                                         (8)  139 

3. Case 1: Effective interfacial area 140 

3.1 Experimental data and correlations 141 

In the literature, effective interfacial area data for RPB have been derived from measurements of CO2 absorption 142 

in NaOH solutions (Munjal et al., 1989b; Chen et al., 1997; Chen et al., 1999; Rajan et al., 2011; Yang et al., 143 

2011; Luo et al., 2012a; Guo et al., 2014: Chu et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Tsai and Chen, 2015; Luo et al., 2017) 144 

based on the approach proposed by Sharma and Danckwerts (1970). The reported data are mainly packing 145 

effective interfacial area; a few studies (Yang et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2017) reported the effective 146 

interfacial area for the different mass transfer zones, namely the packing, cavity and the end zones. It was found 147 

that the packing effective interfacial area makeup more than half of the total effective interfacial area (Yang et al., 148 

2011). Recent studies have also investigated the effective interfacial area for novel packing designs, namely blade 149 

packing RPB with static baffles (Tsai and Chen, 2015), nickel foam packing (Chu et al., 2015) and structured wire 150 

mesh packing (Luo et al., 2017). Changes in the packing design was shown to have significant impact on the 151 

effective interfacial area (Tsai and Chen, 2015). The data from Luo et al. (2012a) was selected for this work. The 152 

Luo et al. (2012a) experiments comprised of a 1M NaOH solution as the liquid phase and a mixed CO2 and N2 153 

gas with approximately 10 mol% of CO2 as the gas phase. The data is preferred to the data from other sources for 154 

the following reasons:  155 

 The RPB used for obtaining the measurements (Table 2 Specification of RPB from is equipped with wire 156 

mesh packing. Wire mesh packings are proven to be very suitable for RPBs due to their better mass 157 

transfer performance and rigidity (Chen et al. 2006). Munjal et al. (1989b) data was obtained from an 158 

RPB with glass bead packing.  Chen et al. (1997) and Chen et al. (1999) data were obtained from an 159 

RPB with corrugated disk packings.  160 

 The packing is a traditional RPB design, wherein the packings are loaded uniformly across the radial 161 

depth of the RPB without gaps in-between packing rings, so called unsplit packing configuration (Figure 162 

2). The packing is held between two disks and rotated by a single motor. Rajan et al. (2011) and Liu et 163 

al. (2015) on the other hand are based on split packing configuration, a relatively new packing design for 164 

RPBs. The split packing configuration comprise of alternate annular packing rings attached to two 165 

separate disks with a small radial gap between adjacent rings when the two disks are brought together 166 

(Figure 3) with the disks rotated by two separate motors counter-currently or co-currently. 167 



 Finally, the experimental data include several data points and relevant parameters making it more 168 

convenient for the data to be reproduced through modelling.   169 

Five correlations for predicting effective interfacial area in RPB have been evaluated in this study (Table 3 170 

Correlations for calculating effective interfacial area in RPB). These include popular correlations for packed 171 

columns, namely Onda et al. (1968), Billets and Schultes (1999) and Puranik and Vogelpohl (1974), which have 172 

been used commonly for RPB design and modelling (Jassim et al., 2007; Joel et al., 2014; Kang et al., 2014). 173 

Others include Rajan et al. (2011) and Luo et al. (2012a) which were developed specifically for RPBs. Luo et al. 174 

(2017) proposed a new correlation for structured wire mesh packings as Luo et al. (2012a), developed for 175 

unstructured wire mesh packing, was not good enough for structured wire mesh packings (Luo et al., 2017). The 176 

new correlation (Luo et al., 2017) was not included in this study as we are focused on unstructured wired mesh 177 

packings. In addition, Lin et al. (2000) proposed a correlation for predicting the packing wetting area in RPBs. 178 

The correlation (Lin et al., 2000) was found to be obviously inaccurate for predicting the effective interfacial area 179 

and as a result was excluded from our evaluations.  180 

Table 2 Specification of RPB from Luo et al. (2012a) 181 

Dimensions (mm)  Packing 司餐 司伺 司史 燦  Type 珊嗣 資 

78 158 248 50  Wire mesh 400 0.90 

 182 

Figure 2 Unsplit packing configuration for RPB (Luo et al., 2012b) 183 

 184 

Figure 3 Split packing configuration for RPB (Liu et al., 2015) 185 

3.2 Results and discussion 186 

The results in Figures 4 and 5 show that the predictions with Luo et al. (2012a) correlation provide the best 187 

agreement with experimental data. Modified Onda et al. (1968) correlation with “g” term replaced by “堅降態” term 188 

which is widely used in literature for RPB design and modelling (Jassim et al., 2007; Joel et al., 2014; Kang et 189 

al., 2014) underpredicts the effective interfacial area by about 50% and this increased with flowrate (Figure 5). 190 

The predictions of Onda et al. (1968) correlation with “g” term replaced by “堅降態” term do not quite show impact 191 

of rotational speed on the effective interfacial area (Figure 4). More accurate prediction is obtained with modified 192 



Billets and Schultes (1999) correlation (i.e. with “g” term replaced by “堅降態” term) although the deviation becomes 193 

increasingly large at high rotating speed. The predictions of Puranik and Vogelpohl (1974) correlation show nearly 194 

50% deviation. Comparing the predictions of Puranik and Vogelpohl (1974) with others at different rotating speed 195 

also highlight the impact of centrifugal acceleration. Although, Puranik and Vogelpohl (1974) correlation has 196 

been used successfully for packed columns, they clearly show poor prediction accuracy for RPBs. This partly 197 

because the correlation that do not have an acceleration term. Finally, the performance of Rajan et al. (2011) 198 

correlation which is developed for RPB was a bit surprising. The predictions deviated by nearly 50%. The Rajan 199 

et al. (2011) correlation is based on split packing configuration and this is viewed as a major reason for the large 200 

error when the correlation is used for predicting the effective interfacial area for unsplit packing configuration in 201 

this study. It is recommended that the Rajan et al. (2011) correlation be used for split packing configuration cases 202 

only as it clearly underperforms for unsplit packing configuration case as shown in this study.  203 

Table 3 Correlations for calculating effective interfacial area in RPB 204 

Correlations Source Comment 

珊珊嗣 噺 層 伐 蚕姉使 煩伐層┻ 想捜 磐時算時鯖卑宋┻挿捜 磐 鯖仕茅珊嗣侍鯖卑宋┻層 峭 珊嗣鯖仕匝茅司磁匝持鯖匝嶌貸宋┻宋捜 峭 鯖仕匝茅時鯖持鯖珊嗣嶌宋┻匝晩 Onda et al. (1968) These correlations have been 

modified for RPB by replacing 

the “g” term with “司磁匝” term.  珊珊嗣 噺 層┻ 捜岫珊嗣纂酸岻貸宋┻捜 磐持鯖四鯖纂酸侍鯖 卑貸宋┻匝 峭持鯖四鯖匝纂酸時鯖 嶌宋┻挿捜 峭 四鯖匝司磁匝纂酸嶌貸宋┻想捜
 Billets and Schultes 

(1999) 

珊珊嗣 噺 層┻ 宋想捜 磐 鯖仕茅軍憩疎靴卑宋┻宋想層 峭 鯖仕匝茅時鯖持鯖珊嗣嶌宋┻層惣惣 磐時算時鯖卑宋┻層掻匝
 Puranik and 

Vogelpohl (1974) 

This do not have a “g” term. It 
was selected to know if good 

predictions are possible in 

RPB without explicitly 

accounting for acceleration.  

珊珊嗣 噺 捜想操操操 峭持鯖纂使四鯖侍鯖 嶌貸匝┻匝層掻掃 峭 四鯖匝司磁匝纂使嶌貸宋┻層挿想掻 峭持鯖纂使四鯖匝時鯖 嶌層┻惣層掃宋
 Rajan et al. (2011) These correlations are 

developed for RPB. Rajan et 

al. (2011) is based on split 

packing type RPB rotated by 

two separate motors. 

珊珊嗣 噺 掃掃捜層宋 峭持鯖纂使四鯖侍鯖 嶌貸層┻想層 峭 四鯖匝司磁匝纂使嶌貸宋┻層匝 峭持鯖纂使四鯖匝時鯖 嶌層┻匝層 峭 算匝岫算 髪 纂岻匝嶌貸宋┻挿想
 Luo et al. (2012a) 

 205 



 206 

Figure 4 Predictions of different correlations for effective interfacial area at different RPM 207 

 208 

Figure 5 Predictions of different correlations for effective interfacial area at different liquid flowrate 209 

4. Case 2: Liquid film mass transfer coefficient (暫鯖) 210 

4.1 Experimental data and correlation 211 

The study of liquid side mass transfer in RPBs is reported widely in literature, although it is the overall volumetric 212 

mass transfer coefficients (計挑欠) and the volumetric liquid side mass transfer coefficients (倦挑欠) rather than the 213 

liquid film mass transfer coefficient (i.e. 倦挑) that are generally determined from experiments due to the difficulties 214 

in estimating the effective interfacial area in RPBs (Chen et al., 2005a; Chen et al., 2005b; Chen et al., 2006; Lin 215 

and Liu, 2007). The only existing liquid film mass transfer coefficient data is reported by Luo et al. (2012b) and 216 

the experimental data has been selected for independently verifying different correlations for predicting liquid 217 

film mass transfer coefficients in this study. The data were derived from measurements of CO2 absorption in 218 

NaOH solutions based on the approach proposed by Sharma and Danckwerts (1970). The authors assumed a 219 

pseudo-first order reaction kinetics regime with mass transfer controlled by the liquid phase resistance. The liquid 220 

and gas phase were respectively 0.05 M NaOH solution and a mixed gas of CO2 and N2 with about 2 mol % of 221 

CO2.  A summary of the RPB parameters from Luo et al. (2012b) is given in Table 4.  222 
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Table 4 Specification of RPB from Luo et al. (2012b) 223 

Dimensions (mm)  Packing 司餐 司伺 司史 燦  Type 珊嗣 資 

78 153 248 50  Wire mesh 500 0.96 

Presently, only five correlations (Table 5) for predicting the liquid film mass transfer coefficient have been 224 

published in literature (Tung and Mah, 1985; Munjal et al., 1989a; Chen et al., 2005a; Chen et al., 2005b; Chen 225 

et al., 2006); an elaborate model based on surface renewal theory has also been proposed by Ding et al. (2000). 226 

The reported correlations were developed from theoretical principle based on penetration theory (Tung and Mah, 227 

1985; Munjal et al., 1989a) and the film theory (Chen et al., 2005a; Chen et al., 2005b; Chen et al., 2006).  228 

In this study, the performance of these five correlations, the summary of which are given in Table 5 Correlations 229 

for calculating liquid film mass transfer coefficient in RPB5, are evaluated. The modified Onda et al. (1968) was 230 

selected to demonstrate their performance for predicting 倦挑 for RPBs. The  Tung and Mah (1985) correlation is 231 

simpler and requires fewer parameters compared to others. The Chen et al. (2006) correlation on the other hand 232 

is very elaborate, accounting for both the packing geometry and mass transfer in the end zones otherwise called 233 

the end effect phenomenon.  234 

Table 5 Correlations for calculating liquid film mass transfer coefficient in RPB 235 

Correlations Source Comment 

暫鯖 岾 持鯖侍鯖司磁匝峇層惣 噺 宋┻ 宋宋捜層 岾 鯖仕茅珊侍鯖峇匝惣 岾 侍鯖持鯖拶鯖峇貸層匝 盤珊嗣纂使匪宋┻想
  Onda et al. 

(1968) 

Modified for RPB by 

replacing the “g” term 
with “司磁匝” term. 

暫鯖纂使拶鯖 噺 宋┻ 操層掻 岾 侍鯖拶鯖持鯖峇層匝 岾 鯖仕茅侍鯖珊嗣峇層惣 岾珊嗣珊 峇層惣 磐纂使惣持鯖匝司磁匝侍鯖匝 卑層掃
  Tung and  

Mah (1985) The correlations are 

developed for predicting 暫鯖 in RPBs. They do 

not account for end 

effect and packing type 

暫鯖 噺 匝┻ 掃 慈鯖仕茅匝珊持鯖散 岾 侍鯖拶鯖持鯖峇貸層匝 岾匝慈鯖仕茅侍鯖珊嗣 峇貸匝惣 岾散惣持鯖匝司磁匝侍鯖匝 峇層掃
  Munjal et al. 

(1989a) 

暫鯖珊纂使拶鯖珊嗣 噺 宋┻ 操 岾 侍鯖拶鯖持鯖峇宋┻捜 岾 鯖仕茅侍鯖珊嗣峇宋┻匝想 磐纂使惣持鯖匝司磁匝侍鯖匝 卑宋┻匝操 岾 鯖仕匝茅時鯖持鯖珊嗣峇宋┻匝操
  Chen et al. 

(2005a) 
The correlations are 

developed for predicting 暫鯖珊 in RPBs. Chen et 

al. (2006) accounts for 

both end effect and 

packing type 

暫鯖珊纂使拶鯖珊嗣 惨鯖 噺 宋┻ 掃捜 岾 侍鯖拶鯖持鯖峇宋┻捜 岾 鯖仕茅侍鯖珊嗣峇宋┻層挿 磐纂使惣持鯖匝司磁匝侍鯖匝 卑宋┻惣 岾 鯖仕匝茅時鯖持鯖珊嗣峇宋┻惣
  Chen et al. 

(2005b) 

暫鯖珊纂使拶鯖珊嗣 惨鯖  噺 宋┻ 惣捜 磐 侍鯖拶鯖持鯖卑宋┻捜 磐 鯖仕茅侍鯖珊嗣卑宋┻層挿 峭纂使惣持鯖匝司磁匝侍鯖匝 嶌宋┻惣 峭 鯖仕匝茅時鯖持鯖珊嗣嶌宋┻惣 峭珊嗣珊使餐 嶌貸宋┻捜 磐時算時鯖卑宋┻層想
 Chen et al. 

(2006) 

4.2 Results and discussion 236 

The Luo et al (2012a) correlations for effective interfacial area, demonstrated in Case 1 to give good predictions 237 

for unsplit and unstructured wire mesh packing, was used to predict the effective interfacial area for all the cases. 238 

Although, this potentially increases the prediction uncertainty, the results (Figure 6 and 7) show a reasonably good 239 



agreement for Tung and Mah (1985) and Chen et al. (2006). The results further showed that the predictions of 240 

Tung and Mah (1985), Chen et al. (2005a), Chen et al. (2005b) and Chen et al. (2006) correlations for liquid 241 

phase mass transfer coefficient were in the order of 10-4. This is a typical range for liquid film mass transfer 242 

coefficients for RPBs which have been generally reported in the literature (Rao et al., 2004). The correlations of 243 

Onda et al. (1968) and Munjal et al. (1989a) respectively showed under-prediction and over-prediction in the 244 

orders of 10-5 and 10-3 at different rotating speed and liquid flowrate (Figures 8 and 9). The predictions of Onda 245 

et al. (1968) were in the typical range for the packed columns. It is concluded that modifying Onda et al. (1968) 246 

correlation by replacing the “g” term with “堅降態” term do not result in good estimation of the liquid film mass 247 

transfer coefficient in RPBs.  248 

 249 
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 251 

 252 
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 256 

 257 

Figure 6 Liquid film mass transfer coefficient at different RPM  258 
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 260 
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 267 

 268 

Figure 7 Liquid film mass transfer coefficient at different liquid flowrate  269 

Comparing the Chen correlations (Chen et al., 2005a; Chen et al., 2005b; Chen et al., 2006), Chen et al. (2006) 270 

gave the best prediction compared to others. This is because apparently more extensive data set that cover different 271 

packing types, fluid types (Newtonian and non-Newtonian) and radial depth were used to develop the correlation. 272 

The Chen et al. (2006) and Tung and Mah (1985) correlations gave the best prediction for all conditions. The 273 

performance of Tung and Mah (1985) is particularly interesting as it is simpler, requiring fewer parameters and 274 

most of all does not account for the end effect and the packing type. The predictions of Chen et al. (2006) 275 
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correlation, a supposedly more robust correlation that accounts for both end effect and packing type, tend to 276 

deviate as rotating speed and liquid flowrate increased. This deviation could be as a result of a combination of 277 

uncertainties from interfacial area and physical property predictions. Regardless, the maximum deviation was 278 

about 11% which is acceptable for most applications.  279 

 280 
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 288 

                                       Figure 8 Liquid film mass transfer coefficient at different RPM 289 
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                                      299 

                               Figure 9 Liquid film mass transfer coefficient at different liquid flowrate                               300 

5. Case 3: Gas film mass transfer coefficient (kG) 301 

5.1 Experimental data and correlations 302 

Experimental data for the gas film mass transfer coefficient (倦弔) calculation for RPBs are not available in the 303 

literature. What have generally been reported are overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient (i.e. KGa). The KGa 304 

data are obtained using mass balance and the transfer unit concept (Liu et al., 1996; Chen and Liu, 2002; Lin et 305 

al., 2003; Lin et al., 2004; Chiang et al., 2009; Lin and Chu, 2015). The gas film volumetric mass transfer 306 

coefficient (i.e. 倦弔欠) data have also been reported by Chen (2011). The 倦弔欠 data from Chen (2011) was obtained 307 

based on the two-film theory (Eqn. 6) using a combination of published KGa data and 倦挑欠 data predicted using 308 

the Chen et al. (2006) correlation. In this study, a similar approach as Chen (2011) has been adopted to obtain gas 309 
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film mass transfer coefficient data (倦弔) from published KGa data alongside effective interfacial area and 倦挑 data 310 

predicted using Luo et al. (2012a) and Tung and Mah (1985) correlations respectively. Two independent sources, 311 

namely Lin et al. (2004) and Chiang et al. (2009), for KGa data were selected. The Lin et al. (2004) and Chiang 312 

et al. (2009) data involved isopropyl alcohol absorption in water and ethanol absorption in water respectively. 313 

Parameters of the RPB rigs used in both cases are summarized in Table 6.  314 

Table 6 Specification of RPB from Lin et al. (2004) and Chiang et al. (2009) 315 

 
 

Dimensions (mm)  Packing 司餐 司伺 司史 燦   Type 珊嗣  資  

Lin et al. (2004)  35 80 150 35  Wire mesh 791 0.96 

Chiang et al. (2009)  20 40 60 20  Wire mesh 1024 0.944 
 316 

Existing correlations for the gas-side mass transfer coefficients are presented in Table 7. The correlations  of Lin 317 

et al. (2004), Liu et al. (1996) and Chen and Liu (2002) are formulated for predicting overall volumetric mass 318 

transfer coefficient (KGa). The gas film mass transfer coefficient (倦弔) can be calculated from these correlations 319 

using Eqn 6. This will involve predicting several parameters namely the Henry’s constant, enhancement factor 320 

(where applicable), liquid film mass transfer coefficient, effective interfacial area and physical properties such as 321 

density, viscosity and surface tension. The uncertainties in predicting these parameters could result in significant 322 

error in the gas film mass transfer coefficient. Therefore it was concluded that the correlations proposed in Lin et 323 

al. (2004), Liu et al. (1996) and Chen and Liu (2002) are not good options for predicting the gas film mass transfer 324 

coefficient and was therefore not considered for validation in this study.  325 

Table 7 Correlations for calculating gas-side mass transfer coefficient in RPBs   326 

Correlations Source Comment 

暫札珊嗣拶札 噺 皐捜 岾 惨仕茅侍札珊嗣峇宋┻挿 岾 侍札持札拶札峇層惣 盤珊嗣纂使匪貸匝┻宋
  Onda et al. (1968) Correlation for predicting 暫札 

in packed columns  

皐札珊拶札珊嗣匝 噺 惣┻ 層層 抜 層宋貸惣 岾 惨仕茅侍札珊嗣峇層┻層掃惣 岾 鯖仕茅侍鯖珊嗣峇宋┻掃惣層 磐纂使惣持札匝司磁匝侍札匝 卑宋┻匝捜
  Liu et al. (1996) These correlations are 

developed for predicting 皐札珊 in RPBs.  The 暫札 can 

then be derived from the 

predicted 皐札珊 data using 

Eqn 6.  

皐札珊殺宋┻匝挿拶札珊嗣匝 噺 宋┻ 宋挿挿 岾 惨仕茅侍札珊嗣峇宋┻惣匝惣 岾 鯖仕茅侍鯖珊嗣峇宋┻惣匝掻 磐纂使惣持札匝司磁匝侍札匝 卑宋┻層掻
  Chen and  Liu (2002) 

皐札珊殺宋┻惣層捜拶札珊嗣匝 噺 宋┻ 宋掃層 岾 惨仕茅侍札珊嗣峇宋┻挿層匝 岾 鯖仕茅侍鯖珊嗣峇宋┻捜宋挿 磐纂使惣持札匝司磁匝侍札匝 卑宋┻惣匝掃
  Lin et al. (2004) 

暫札珊拶札珊嗣匝 惨札 噺 皐仔 岾 惨仕茅侍札珊嗣峇層┻層惣 岾 鯖仕茅侍鯖珊嗣峇宋┻層想 磐纂使惣持札匝司磁匝侍札匝 卑宋┻惣層 岾 鯖仕匝茅時鯖持鯖珊嗣峇宋┻宋挿 磐珊嗣珊使餐 卑層┻想
  

Chen (2011) The correlation is developed 

for predicting 暫札珊 in RPBs   

 327 

Mukherjee et al. (2001) and Sandilya et al. (2001) had suggested that the gas phase undergoes a ‘solid-body’-like 328 

rotation within the rotor of an RPB because of the drag offered by the packing and as a result suggested there was 329 

no enhancement of the gas film volumetric mass transfer resistance (kGa). Consequently, they concluded that the 330 

gas film volumetric mass transfer coefficient in RPBs was in similar range as that of packed columns. This was 331 

further demonstrated in Chen and Liu (2002) where it was shown that enhancements in kGa are mainly attributed 332 

to the interfacial area (a), while kG  remain in similar range as that of the packed columns. These conclusions have 333 

prompted the use of Onda et al. (1968) for predicting the gas film mass transfer coefficient in most published 334 

studies of RPBs (Joel et al., 2014; Kang et al., 2014). As a result, Onda et al. (1968) correlation for gas-film mass 335 

transfer coefficient was also evaluated in this study.  336 



5.2 Results and discussion 337 

The results of comparison between predicted values and experimental data (Figures 10 and 11) show that for the 338 

two experimental data considered in this study (Lin et al., 2004; Chiang et al., 2009), the Onda et al. (1968) 339 

correlation significantly over-predicts the kG in the RPBs for different rotating speed and gas flowrate. The 340 

predictions of Onda et al. (1968) are in the order of 10-1 in contrast to order of 10-2 values for the experimental 341 

data. Predictions of Chen (2011) on the other hand were in the order of 10-3. With the parameter Kn updated from 342 

0.023 to 0.23, there was good agreement between the predictions of Chen (2011) and the experimental data for 343 

the two independent data sources in this study. Onda et al. (1968) correlation do not have a “g” term and as such 344 

they do not show the influence of centrifugal acceleration when they are used for predicting the kG in RPBs (Figure 345 

10a and 11a). The experimental data as well as predictions of Chen (2011) both show that rotation enhances gas 346 

side resistance. Figures 10a and 11a both show that increasing rotating speed from 700-1600 RPM (Lin et al., 347 

2004) and 600-1800 RPM (Chiang et al., 2009) respectively will enhance gas side resistance by up to 30%. While 348 

kG appears to be in similar range as that of packed columns in agreement with the conclusions reached in 349 

Mukherjee et al. (2001) and Sandilya et al. (2001), their actual values are however affected by rotating speed. It 350 

is not possible to capture this impact when kG in RPBs are predicted using Onda et al. (1968). 351 

 352 

Figure 10a Comparisons to experimental data from Lin et al. (2004) data 353 

 354 

Figure 10b Comparisons to experimental data from Lin et al. (2004) data 355 
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 356 

Figure 11a  Comparisons to Chiang et al. (2009) data 357 

 358 

Figure 11a  Comparisons to Chiang et al. (2009) data 359 

6. Conclusions and recommendations for future study  360 

The RPB is a promising technology that can greatly reduce the size and cost of packed columns used for absorption 361 

and desorption in solvent-based CO2 capture and natural gas treating processes. Mass transfer prediction in RPBs 362 

is not sufficiently proven because necessary correlations for doing this are generally few in literature and the 363 

prediction accuracy for existing correlations have not been demonstrated independently. In this study, an RPB 364 

model was developed in gPROMS ModelBuilder® and used to test and compare different correlations for the 365 

effective interfacial area, the liquid and gas film mass transfer coefficients at different rotating speed and liquid/gas 366 

flowrate. The results presented in this paper show that modified packed column mass transfer correlations with 367 

the “g” term (i.e. gravitational acceleration) replaced with “rw2” (i.e. centrifugal acceleration) commonly used in 368 

literature for RPBs generally give poor predictions. The Tung and Mah (1985) correlation gave a good prediction 369 

of liquid film mass transfer coefficient in RPBs, slightly better than more complex correlations such as the Chen 370 

et al . (2006). The data of gas film mass transfer coefficient for RPBs were also derived from overall mass transfer 371 

coefficient (計弔欠) experimental data from the literature. This is the first report of gas film mass transfer data for 372 

RPBs in literature. Finally, we demonstrated that Chen (2011) predicts gas film mass transfer coefficient better 373 
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when the parameter (Kn) is updated from 0.023 to 0.23 comparing against two independent data. The validity of 374 

the analysis and conclusions in this study are based on a single type of packing (unstructured wire mesh). With 375 

other packing types, namely expamet and retimet among others, the performance of the correlations may be very 376 

different. For instance, efforts in our group to use Luo et al. (2012a) for predicting effective interfacial area of 377 

expamet packings showed that the predicted values were out of range, although more data is needed to confirm 378 

this finding. The performance of the correlations should be demonstrated for other types of packings for RPB such 379 

as expamet and retimet as the relevant data become available.   380 
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